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Apple Is Not Alone 
Dell, Microsoft and Fifteen Other Fortune-500 Corporations’ Financial 
Reports Indicate Their Offshore Profits Are In Tax Havens; Hundreds More 
Likely Do the Same 
 
Recent Congressional hearings on the international tax-avoidance strategies pursued by 
the Apple corporation documented the company’s strategy of shifting U.S. profits to 
offshore tax havens. But Apple is hardly the only major corporation that appears to be 
engaging in offshore-tax sheltering: seventeen other Fortune 500 corporations disclose 
information, in their financial reports, that strongly suggests they have paid little or no tax 
on their offshore holdings. It’s likely that hundreds of other Fortune 500 companies are 
also engaging in similar strategies to take advantage of the rule allowing U.S. companies 
to “defer” paying U.S. taxes on their offshore income.  

 

How We Know When Multinationals’ Offshore Cash is Largely in Tax Havens 

Under current law, corporations can indefinitely defer paying U.S. income taxes on their 
offshore profits. Multinational corporations with offshore profits sometimes disclose, in 
their financial reports, the amount of tax they would pay if there were no “deferral” and 
their offshore profits were taxable in the United States.1 But this potential tax rarely 
amounts to the full 35 percent U.S. corporate tax rate, since these companies typically 
have already paid some foreign income taxes on these foreign profits when they were 
earned. Companies are allowed a “foreign tax credit” against their U.S. tax when and if 
the profits are subject to U.S. tax. So a company that has already paid (for example) a 25 
percent tax rate on its offshore income would only pay the difference between that 
amount and the U.S. corporate tax rate of 35 percent (in this example, 10 percent) when 
that income is repatriated to the U.S.   

Apple is one of eighteen Fortune 500 companies that disclose, in their latest annual 
reports, that they would pay at least a 30 percent U.S. tax rate on their offshore income if 
repatriated. This figure is a clear indication that very little tax has been paid on those 
profits to any government—which in turn is an indicator that much of these offshore 
profits are being stashed in tax havens such as Bermuda and the Cayman Islands.  
                                                 
1 Publicly held corporations with permanently reinvested foreign earnings are obligated to either disclose 
the tax they would pay upon repatriation or state that they are unable to calculate this tax liability. Most 
corporations choose the latter option. Apple is one of 55 companies identified in this report that choose to 
estimate their potential tax liability. 



The table on this page shows 
the disclosures made by 
these eighteen corporations in 
their most recent annual 
financial reports. In particular: 

# At the end of their most 
recent fiscal year, these 
companies collectively 
reported $283 billion in cash 
and cash equivalents parked 
offshore. 

# Without “deferral,” 
however, these companies 
each estimate that they would 
pay a U.S. tax rate of at least 
30 percent on their offshore 
stash—a clear indication that 
they have paid very little tax 
on these profits to any 
government.  

# These companies include 
two of Apple’s competitors, 
Microsoft and Dell, but also 
include an array of other 
industries. Pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly, the clothing manufacturer Nike, and the financial 
firm American Express all indicate that they would pay a tax rate of at least 30 percent on 
repatriation of their foreign profits.  

Hundreds of Other Fortune 500 Corporations Don’t Disclose This Information 

These 18 companies are not alone in shifting their profits to low-tax havens—they’re only 
alone in disclosing it. A total of 290 Fortune 500 corporations have disclosed, in their 
most recent financial reports, holding some of their income as “permanently reinvested” 
foreign profits. Yet the vast majority of these companies—235 out of 290—declined to 
disclose the U.S. tax rate they would pay if these offshore profits were repatriated. (55 
corporations, including the 18 companies shown on this page, disclose this information. A 
full list of the 55 companies is published as an appendix to this paper.) The non-
disclosing companies collectively hold almost $1.3 trillion in unrepatriated offshore profits.  

Accounting standards require publicly held companies to disclose the U.S. tax they would 
pay upon repatriation of their offshore profits—but these standards also provide a 
loophole allowing companies to assert that calculating this tax liability is “not practicable.”  
Almost all of the 235 non-disclosing companies use this loophole to avoid disclosing their 
likely tax rates upon repatriation—even though these companies almost certainly have 
the capacity to estimate these liabilities. 

 

 

18 Companies That Likely Hold Profits in Tax Havens
Estimated

Tax Bill Implied
Company Name $Millions Tax Rate
Shaw Group $ 288 $ 111 39%
Express Scripts 66 24 37%
Amgen 22,200 7,900 36%
Advanced Micro Devices 386 137 35%
Qualcomm 16,400 5,800 35%
Gilead Sciences 7,250 2,540 35%
Wynn Resorts 334 117 35%
Eli Lilly 20,980 7,343 35%
AK Steel Holding 24 8 35%
Western Digital 6,300 2,100 33%
Tenneco 728 239 33%
Nike 5,500 1,800 33%
Dell 19,000 6,200 33%
Baxter International 10,600 3,400 32%
Microsoft 60,800 19,400 32%
Apple 82,600 26,071 32%
American Express 8,500 2,600 31%
Oracle 20,900 6,300 30%
Subtotal 282,854 92,090 33%

Source: Most recent 10-K annual financial reports for each company

Unrepatriated 
Income $ 
Millions

NOTE: All figures are for the end of each company's most recent fiscal year. Apple has 
subsequently released data for the first quarter of FY13 showing that its offshore holdings 
have increased to $102 billion. 



20 of the Biggest “Non-Disclosing” Companies Hold $720 Billion Offshore 

The table at right shows the 20 non-disclosing companies with the biggest offshore stash 
at the end of the most recent fiscal year. These 20 companies held $720 billion in 
unrepatriated offshore income—more than half of 
the total income held by the 235 “non-disclosing” 
companies. These companies also disclose, 
elsewhere in their financial reports, owning 
subsidiaries in known tax havens. For example: 

# General Electric disclosed holding $108 billion 
offshore at the end of 2012. GE has subsidiaries in 
the Bahamas, Bermuda, Ireland and Singapore, 
but won’t disclose how much of its offshore cash is 
in these low-tax destinations. [Although some of it 
is clearly there; see text box below.] 

# Pfizer has subsidiaries in Bermuda, the 
Cayman Islands, Ireland, the Isle of Jersey, 
Luxembourg and Singapore, but does not disclose 
how much of its $73 billion in offshore profits are 
stashed in these tax havens.  

# Merck has 14 subsidiaries in Bermuda alone. 
It’s unclear how much of its $53 billion in offshore 
profits are being stored (for tax purposes) in this 
tiny island. 

 

Hundreds of Billions in Tax Revenue at Stake 

It’s impossible to know how much income tax would be paid, under current tax rates, 
upon repatriation by the 235 Fortune 500 companies that have disclosed holding profits 
overseas but have failed to disclose how much U.S. tax would be due if the profits were 
repatriated. But if these companies paid at the same 28 percent average tax rate as the 
55 disclosing companies, the resulting one-time tax would total $363 billion for these 235 
companies. Added to the $127 billion tax bill estimated by the 55 companies who did 
disclose, this means that taxing all the “permanently reinvested” foreign income of the 
290 companies could result in almost $491 billion in added corporate tax revenue.  

20 "Non-Disclosing" Companies

Company Name
General Electric $ 108,000
Pfizer 73,000
Merck 53,400
Johnson & Johnson 49,000
Procter & Gamble 39,000
International Business Machines 44,400
Cisco Systems 41,300
PepsiCo 32,200
Abbott Laboratories 40,000
Hewlett-Packard 33,400
Google 33,300
Chevron 26,527
Coca-Cola 26,900
Wal-Mart Stores 19,200
Bristol-Myers Squibb 21,000
Medtronic 17,977
Intel 17,500
Apache 15,900
DuPont 13,179
Caterpillar 15,000
Subtotal 720,183

Unrepatriated 
Income $ 
Millions

Even “Non-Disclosers” Slip Up Sometimes 
As noted above, General Electric does not disclose the US tax it would owe if its 
$108 billion offshore stash was repatriated. But in its 2009 annual report, GE noted 
that it had reclassified $2 billion of previously earned foreign profits as “permanently 
reinvested” offshore, and said that this change resulted “in an income tax benefit of 
$700 million.” Since $700 million is 35 percent of $2 billion, this is an admission that 
the expected foreign tax rate on this $2 billion of offshore cash was exactly zero, 
which in turn strongly suggests that GE’s “permanent reinvestment” plan for this $2 
billion involved assigning it to one of its tax haven subsidiaries.



What Should Be Done? 

Many of the large multinationals that fail to disclose whether their offshore profits are 
stored in tax havens are the same companies that have lobbied heavily for tax breaks on 
their offshore cash. These companies propose either to enact a temporary “tax holiday” 
for repatriation, under which companies bringing offshore profits back to the U.S. would 
pay a very low tax rate on the repatriated income, or a permanent exemption for offshore 
income in the form of a “territorial” tax system. Either of these proposals would leave in 
place, or even increase, the incentive for multinationals to shift their U.S. profits, on 
paper, into tax havens.  

A far more sensible solution would be to simply end “deferral,” repealing the rule that 
indefinitely exempts offshore profits from U.S. income tax until these profits are 
repatriated. Ending deferral would mean that all profits of U.S. corporations, whether they 
are generated in the U.S. or abroad, would be taxed by the United States. Of course, 
American corporations would continue to receive a “foreign tax credit” against any taxes 
they pay to foreign governments, to ensure that these profits are not double-taxed.   

Conclusion 

Long before the recent Congressional hearings on Apple’s tax avoidance, it was clear to 
many observers that U.S. multinational corporations are systematically sheltering income 
overseas. The limited disclosures made by Apple and a handful of other Fortune 500 
corporations show that these companies have moved profits into tax havens—and that 
some of these companies have managed to avoid virtually all taxes on these profits. But 
the scope of this tax avoidance is likely much larger, since the vast majority of Fortune 
500 companies with offshore cash refuse to disclose how much tax they would pay on 
repatriating their offshore profits. 

Despite lobbying by large multinationals that refuse to disclose whether their offshore 
profits are in tax havens, lawmakers should resist calls for tax changes, such as 
repatriation holidays or a territorial tax system, that would keep in place the incentives 
encouraging U.S. companies to send their profits to tax havens. If the Securities and 
Exchange Commission required more complete disclosure about multinationals’ offshore 
profits, it would become obvious that Congress should end deferral, thereby eliminating 
the incentive for multinationals to shift their profits offshore once and for all.  

 

 



55 Companies That Disclose Likely Tax Payments from Repatriation
Estimated Tax Bill  

Company Name ($Millions) Implied Tax Rate
Shaw Group $ 288 $ 111 39%
Express Scripts 66 24 37%
Amgen 22,200 7,900 36%
Advanced Micro Devices 386 137 35%
Qualcomm 16,400 5,800 35%
Gilead Sciences 7,250 2,540 35%
Wynn Resorts 334 117 35%
Eli Lilly 20,980 7,343 35%
AK Steel Holding 24 8 35%
Western Digital 6,300 2,100 33%
Tenneco 728 239 33%
Nike 5,500 1,800 33%
Dell 19,000 6,200 33%
Baxter International 10,600 3,400 32%
Microsoft 60,800 19,400 32%
Apple 82,600 26,071 32%
American Express 8,500 2,600 31%
Oracle 20,900 6,300 30%
Symantec 2,800 830 30%
United States Steel 2,700 800 30%
Jacobs Engineering Group 26 8 29%
Wells Fargo 1,300 367 28%
Citigroup 42,600 11,500 27%
Walt Disney 566 150 27%
MDU Resources 8 2 26%
CH2M Hill 161 42 26%
Biogen Idec 3,300 850 26%
Air Products & Chemicals 5,278 1,333 25%
Bank of America Corp. 17,200 4,300 25%
FMC Technologies 1,279 317 25%
Clorox 146 36 25%
Peabody Energy 500 120 24%
Assurant 137 32 23%
Washington Post 64 15 23%
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. 25,100 5,700 23%
Northern Trust 815 180 22%
Bank of New York Mellon Corp. 4,300 930 22%
Lockheed Martin 211 45 21%
Owens Corning 1,210 235 19%
Paccar 3,900 740 19%
Viacom 1,680 294 18%
Goldman Sachs Group 21,690 3,750 17%
Gap 1,700 237 14%
Duke Energy 2,000 275 14%
Murphy Oil 6,022 709 12%
Morgan Stanley 7,191 719 10%
Safeway 1,300 125 10%
Anixter International 496 47 10%
Ford Motor 6,600 600 9%
Rock-Tenn 123 10 8%
W.R. Berkley 98 8 8%
Sherwin-Williams 19 1 5%
Occidental Petroleum 8,100 116 1%
Toys "R" Us 160 2 1%
Ameriprise Financial 85 1 1%
TOTAL $ 453,719 $ 127,515 28%

Unrepatriated 
Income ($Millions)


